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The goal of this project is to design a play experience that will teach people how
to properly sort their waste as well as what the consequences are through Cradle
to Cradle design.  Many mobile apps already exist that attempt to teach users how
to sort their waste.  However, many of these apps do not successfully teach users
how to do so in real life and fail to achieve user behavior change, because they do
not focus on the user’s life outside of the game.  However, Trash Dash will support
sorting-related behavior change by providing users with proper resources for their
sorting questions and rewarding them for sorting their waste properly.  Trash Dash
features a game that will teach users the basics of sorting and what happens to their
stu� after it’s been thrown away, as well as a user pro�le where they can keep track
of the things they’ve sorted in real life and their rewards for doing so.

Trash Toss will be released on Android in Spring 2017.

Goals: Players learn to sort waste properly
Players learn and appreciate why sorting waste is important
Promote real-world behavior change through gami�cation
Increase awareness about trade o�s implicated in recycling

Process: Use Cradle to Cradle thinking to inform game design
Expand on existing Unity mobile application template
Prioritize design choices that incentivize sorting behavior
Research life cycles of consumer goods to inform game play scoring

RESULTS: Mobile application for Android phones and tablets
User pro�le with a daily log for players to log what they sort
Resources and tips menu to make real life sorting easier

Progress:

Fall 2016:
playable prototype

ready for playtesting

Winter 2016:
implement user profile

Winter 2016:
begin user testing

Spring 2016
release for Android

PROJECTED TIMELINE

Mobile applications that focus on recycling
already exist.  However, they reinforce a “out
of sight out of mind” mentality about sorting.
Our product will be distinguished from these
because it’ll enforce Cradle to Cradle thinking.

Many mobile apps already exist that have tried to
encourage users to recycle.  However, these apps
reinforce the idea that once the waste is sorted, the
trash becomes someone else’s problem and you’ve
done your part to better the world.  Also, many apps
do not implement Cradle to Cradle, a design technique
that treats objects like nutrients in a cycle rather than
waste.  Trash Dash implements Cradle to Cradle in the
game: when the user tosses an item to the bin, the
speed in which the bin swallows the item will indicate
that object’s ability to break down.  For example, cardboard
is easier to decompose than plastic is so the recycling bin
will swallow cardboard whole but will have to take more
time to chew on the plastic before swallowing it.  Also, the
bins being characters rather than inanimate objects reinforces
Cradle to Cradle thinking by appealing to player’s ethos,
making them want to take care of the bins.

Hesiquio Mendez Alejo:
props artist

Aubrey Isaacman:
creative director and design lead

David Valdivia:
particle e�ects artist

Linda Nguyen:
UI and envrionment artist

Nathan Lie:
scrum master

James Garbagnati:
gameplay developer

Danielle Fisher:
gameplay developer

Andy Espejo:
gameplay developer

Gaming Behavior Change

Aubrey Isaacman is a Games and Playable Media student and is the creative
director/design lead of Trash Dash.

David is an undergraduate student at UCSC, who creates particle e�ects for the game.

Hesiquio Mendez Alejo is a Games and Playable Media student
focusing on game design with the goal of helping people with games.

James Garbagnati is a Computer Science/Computer Science: Game Design
double major at UCSC who will be working on various programming aspects
of the project.

Linda Nguyen creates and provides 2D art assets for Trash Dash.
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Working main menu
Working pause function

Timer that stops game at 0 seconds

Familiarize team with Unity
Successfully allow player to toss object

Implement collision detection to bins

Release game for Android
in June 2017

Goals
Fall 2016

Playable prototype of game
Skeleton for searchable data base

Basic functions for user pro�le
Submitted to Big Ideas @ BerkeleyFall 2016

Successes

Goals
Winter 2016

Begin play testing game
Complete working prototype of user pro�le
and of tips menu
Implement animations

Goals
Spring 2016

Begin beta testing
Polish game art assets
Polish tips menu
Polish user pro�le

This poster was created for the opening of the S-Lab
Since its opening, our team has grown to include students from CMPS 116/117
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